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FASHION
DESIGN

SUPERIOR
STUDIES

Teaching  for creative
professionals



Idea Exhibition Space.
Throughout the year we organise exhibi-
tions for the students of the centre to show 
their projects and work.

MORE THAN A PROGRAM 
OF STUDIES

Conferences and master 
classes.
Within our program of conferences, 
discussions and master classes, you will get 
to know the experiences of the sector told 
by the professionals themselves. You will 
be able to raise your doubts which will in 
turn be answered by those who have 
first-hand knowledge of the profession.

Attendance at fashion 
fairs and fashion 
conferences.
Every year we promote various initiatives 
to visit and join fashion fairs and conferen-
ces which are held in our field.

Visits to companies in the 
fashion sector.
Through visits to companies in the industry 
you will learn about the reality of the 
industrial and business aspects of the 
fashion sector.

Partnerships with 
external companies and 
events.
We establish different collaborations with 
external companies and fashion events 
where you have the opportunity to show 
your talent and develop your professional 
skills.

Internships
The Cádiz School of Art has collaboration 
agreements for internships with numerous 
companies in the sector. These agreements 
have been consolidated through numerous 
years of collaboration.

Interdisciplinary projects.
Within the School of Art you will participa-
te in various projects with other design 
disciplines, collaborating with other 
students in fields such as product design,

interior design, furniture design and fan 
design.

Erasmus Program
At Cádiz School of Art we promote your 
international career. Through exchange 
programs within the Erasmus + program, 
you will have the chance to develop your 
talent at an international level.

Only 1st, 2nd and 3rd of the Fashion Degree will be taught during the next course 2014/2015.  There may be changes in our program of studies.

PROGRAMA  ERASMUS
ESPACIO EUROPEO DE EDUCACIÓN
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workshop.
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workshop: 
processes 

and finishing
Fashion 

accessory 
design

Theory and 
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of design
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Hand 
drawing 

and sketches.

Technical 
English.

Fashion 
Drawing

Fashion history. 
Designers and 
contemporary 

trends.

Textile 
workshop: 
materials and 
processes.

FASHION DESIGN 
SUPERIOR 

ARTISTIC STUDIES 

The fashion industry is an economic and cultural reference 
both worldwide and national.
This competitive and international environment requires a 
higher qualification and a greater specialisation to compete 
within the sector.

The tuition towards the new official qualification in fashion 
design superior artistic studies offers extensive training 
built on theoretical, technological and creative knowledge 
specific to this field. It also offers knowledge in the 
multidisciplinary fields, both strategic and business, that 
are related to it.

This education is equivalent to the European Graduate 
Qualification, and will allow you to progress to post-graduate, 
master’s and phd courses.
Complete training for the future fashion and accessories 
designers.

The studies program  we 
offer is developed during four academic 
years. After this time the student will have 
the necessary skills to develop their career 
as a professional in the fashion field.
It is a complete formative proposal which 
focuses on several professional paths:

You will be able to develop 
your career in:

•Fashion design
•Coolhunter - trends forecasting.
•Style
•Artistic direction
•Theatre and cinema custom design
•Accessories design
•Textile design
•Corporative design
•Creative activities management
•Made to order design
•Fashion design for specific fields (sport, 
 bridal ...)
•Fashion illustration
•Couture design
•Design, research and development of new  
 concepts, materials and applications for 
 fashion.
•Teaching and investigation.



Idea Exhibition Space.
Throughout the year we organise 
exhibitions for the students of the centre to 
show their projects and work.

Competitions and 
Awards.
From within the school we promote 
participation in local, district, national and 
international competitions and awards. You 
will develop projects thus allowing you to 
participate in several contests where you 
will be able to display your talent.

External Exhibitions.
Your artwork and projects will be part of 
numerous exhibitions developed in 
interesting cultural centres, in collaboration 
with different public exhibition spaces, 
sector fairs, fashion events and more.

Fashion Catwalk.
Every year, in the facilities of the School of 
Art, we have a catwalk where the fashion 
students' creations are shown.

South 36-32N
International Fashion and Creativity 
Festival in Cádiz. The students from the 
School of Art have the chance to participa-
te in this event, being selected beforehand 
by the festival organisation.

THE SCHOOL OF ART
This is a modern complex measuring 
9000 m2, considered the best artistic 
facility in the south of Spain. It has four 
educational spaces: the Music College, 
the Dance Colleges, the School of Art 
and Design and a fourth building with 
shared spaces.

In this school your creativity never 
ends, you will be able to use modern 
facilities to meet your needs: sewing 
and printing workshops, computer 
classrooms, multi-purpose classrooms 
and areas, photography studios and a 
lab, an auditorium, a library and 
exhibition spaces.

Applications:
From 7th to 31st May

Entrance exams:
Visit www.eacadiz.com

Secretary:
from 9:30am to 12:00 noon.

Avda de las Cortes s/n
Tel: 0034 956 24 31 00

www.eacadiz.com
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